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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the process of design, implementation,
and real world deployment of a web-based network exploration tool called Network Explorer. We designed Network
Explorer based on the expressed needs of our clients and
later deployed it as part of a larger system for fraud detection in health care. Our implementation of Network Explorer provides visual interactive access to large-scale network data. As part of the Network Explorer tool we contribute a dynamic group-in-a-box implementation for laying out clusters, and a node navigator widget that aids in
the exploration of large networks. We are also contributing
two open source components of the Network Explorer for
the community to reuse: an in-browser clustering library,
and the dynamic group-in-a-box algorithm. We have evaluated the network explorer tool in multiple real-world environments including the fraud detection setting above.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Graph drawings; Visual analytics; Empirical studies in visualization;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Many research contributions from the information visualization field could greatly improve data analysis processes
in the industry and the government. However, making real
world implementations and deployments of such systems is a
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Figure 1: Network of 19,894 doctors and pharmacies that interact through prescriptions in a medical
system. Network Explorer’s rank-by-feature shows
the top 6,132 most important nodes for the analyst,
according to the level of suspiciousness of each node
and its connectivity. Network Explorer offers the
option for analysts to hide edges between clusters
for legibility.

daunting task. Many hurdles need to be jumped before a research prototype can be accessed by the users that so much
could benefit from it. On the other hand, real world deployments of state of the art information visualization techniques
as products are a remarkable way of validating the applicability and utility of such techniques beyond what can be
achieved during constrained lab experiments.
In this paper we describe the design, implementation and
real world deployment of Network Explorer, a web-based
network exploration tool, that implements state of the art
information visualization techniques. Moreover, we have
demonstrated the generality of Network Explorer by applying it to multiple application domains including fraud detection in health care, police chat networks, and drug sale
networks, however for lack of space we cannot present more
details on this paper. We contribute our finding during deployment as evidence of what worked and what didn’t for us
in our products, with the goal of informing future research
in the area of network visualization.
We deployed Network Explorer as an integrated module of

a fraud, waste, and abuse (FWA) detection tool, an application that helps analysts identify crimes in health insurance
claims. Network Explorer was deployed, and has been used
since then, to find suspicious clusters and providers out of
the millions of health insurance claims reported in health
care systems. Network Explorer is available in the multiple
sites where the FWA tool is used. Moreover we evaluated
Network Explorer in two other problem domains, analyzing
police officer’s chat networks and drug sales networks. Our
in-situ think aloud evaluation of user’s usage showed that
our users were able to find suspicious networks and connections in ways that weren’t possible before. The rest of this
paper presents the related work used to inspire our system,
the modes of use that we found worked best for our users,
and the technical contributions developed to power those
modes.

2.

RELATED WORK

The abundance of problems involving network analysis has
inspired much work in the information visualization community. The surveys conducted by Herman et al. [17], Heer et
al. [12] and VonLandesberger et al. [30] discuss the landscape
of the alternatives for visualizing networks. This work has
triggered the development of many general-purpose applications for visualizing networks such as Gephi, Cytoscape [26],
Vizter [13], Visone [19], Lanet-vi [4], Pajek [3], NodeTrix [16],
NodeXL [5], Tulip [2] and GCV [28]. Researchers have
also worked on the problem of clustered network visualizations [1]. Also, many programming libraries support the
creation of network visualization such as Prefuse [15], Flare,
Protovis [6], D3.js [7], Sigma.js, NetworkX [11], Jung. Even
companies such as Linkurious specialize in visualizing networks. We designed, implemented and deployed Network
Explorer to address the specific needs of our customers,
implementing selected best practices found in the state of
the art, and extending their features when needed. A new
network visualization tool was necessary because our users
required a solution that was deeply integrated with their
current tools, adapted for their data needs and that didn’t
require the specialized training.
Large network visualization is a hard and relevant problem
that has been tackled in the past by many authors [3, 9, 10,
22]. To allow the exploration of such networks, we built
upon the concept of rank-by-feature [23], to build the rankby-relevance algorithm that selects the most relevant nodes
of the network to be visualized.
Shneiderman’s visualization mantra of “Overview first, zoom
and filter, then details-on-demand” [27] dictates that a visualization systems should provide a good overview of the
data, support zoom and filtering options, and offer details
when the user requests them. Following the infoviz mantra,
the Network Explorer features an overview mode that allows
users to obtain an idea of the network’s structure. It also
provides controls to filter nodes and zoom into clusters, and
offers detailed information at users’ request.
Also, for the overview mode, we built a network clustering library1 on top of the Clauset, Newman and Moore algorithm [8] implemented by Robin W. Spencer in his website Scaled Innovation2 . To visualize the clusters inferred
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by the algorithm, we developed a dynamic group-in-a-box
implementation (released as an open source library3 ). Our
implementation improves upon the original [25] by allowing
a tampered interactions between clusters, which distribute
nodes connecting clusters closer to their connections. Being
interactive, our group-in-a-box implementation also allows
users to track the transformation by means of animation.
The ego-centric mode was inspired by previous work on
the degree of interest graphs [29], Heer et al’s degree of interest tree [14], and Plaisant et al’s Space Tree [24]. Our egocentric mode builds upon their research by adding an egodistance layout, combined with a constrained force-directed
layout, and the ability to pin nodes in specific areas of the
screen.
Finally, previous work has suggested that curved edges
can be problematic for network visualizations [18, 20]. Despite that, in our deployments our users shown strong preference for curved edges, because of their ability to show
independent directional connections (A->B and B->A with
different edge values), and because they found them more
visually appealing. Further work may be required to explore
in which specific tasks and environments curved edges could
be detrimental for users.

3.

THE NETWORK EXPLORER

Network Explorer was designed to help our customers,
fraud detection analysts, and officers. Specifically our users
wanted: 1. To find important clusters of nodes (Which correspond overview and topology tasks from the task taxonomy of graph visualization [21]) and 2. Identify the important actors, nodes, within the network (Attribute-based
and browsing tasks from the taxonomy).
To address these tasks, Network Explorer provides two
main modes of use: the overview mode and the ego-centric
mode. The overview mode enables users to get an eagle-eye
picture of the network providing a view of the macro properties of the network. Users can achieve this by means of
the rank-by-relevance framework that selects the most relevant nodes to visualize, clustering algorithms that identify
communities in the network, and a dynamic group-in-a-box
implementation that highlights those communities. The second mode of use, the ego-centric mode, allows users to select one or more target nodes and interactively explore their
connections in order to visualize important details of their
relationships.
The rest of this section describes each mode in more detail
along with the features that power them.

3.1

Overview mode

When analyzing a network, users commonly want to understand it as a whole. For small enough networks, forcedirected layouts can address this need. However, with just
a few hundred of nodes, the results are commonly a meaningless “hairball”. To address this, the Network Explorer
includes an overview mode that helps users get an idea of
the structure of the network by: 1) computing the inherent
communities 2) visualizing them using dynamic group-in-abox algorithm. 3) Selecting the most significant nodes to
visualize using a rank-by-relevance framework. 4) Allowing navigation into communities and computation of subcommunities on demand. 5) Allowing filtering by node and
3
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edge properties. and Finally 6) Allowing the navigation of
nodes in a tabular display.
The rest of this section describes most of these features in
detail.
Clustering. Making sense of a picture of undifferentiated nodes and arcs can be difficult. The Network Explorer
takes advantage of two clustering algorithms, the serversided (proprietary) scalable Goal Directed Clustering algorithms (GDC), and NetClustering.js a JavaScript library
that runs directly on the browser but is limited in the number of nodes it can process. The GDC is capable of processing millions of nodes, allowing users to explore large networks. However, since it runs on the server side it needs to
be run at least once as a pre-processing step per dataset. On
the other hand, NetClustering.js can be used on smaller networks directly on the browser, allowing users to recompute
clusters on specific subsets of the network (fast enough to
recompute thousands of nodes in a few seconds). NetClustering.js was built on top of open source software and has
been made available for the scientific community to reuse.
Group in a Box. Understanding the overall structure
of a network can be difficult, even with a network visualization color-coded by cluster. The Group-in-a-box layout
algorithm introduced in [25] provides better structure understanding by distributing each community into its own box.
Then, each group is laid out independently within its box.
The original implementation of group-in-a-box was made for
NodeXL [5] and therefore was non-interactive. Users could
see the original network and then the final result, but they
would miss the process that build it. The dynamic group-ina-box algorithm presented in this paper builds upon the original by providing smooth and interactive animations that
intuitively transform a plain force-directed network into a
group-in-a-box version. Moreover, beyond the original implementation, the dynamic group-in-a-box algorithm can be
configured to keep some interactions between clusters, allowing nodes connecting multiple clusters to be repositioned
closer to the connected clusters.
Rank by relevance. Visualizing networks of hundreds
of thousands of nodes is a daunting task. On the one hand
there is a limit on how much the human brain can process at
once, and on the other hand the browser starts getting too
slow when drawing and animating more than a few thousand nodes at a time. Because of these, creating interactive visualizations of hundreds of thousands of nodes proves
impractical. Despite that, the real world problems faced by
the Network Explorer, such as the network of prescriber and
pharmacies, go easily over the two hundred thousand nodes
ceiling. To address problems of this size, we introduce the
rank-by-relevance framework. Using this framework a subset of the most relevant nodes of the network is selected and
visualized for the user to grasp how the network looks.
The rank-by-relevance framework works by filtering nodes
by one or more of the following methods: 1) Rank nodes/edges
by one or many of their parameters, e.g. Show only the most
suspicious doctors. 2) Compute the inherent communities
using the Goal Directed Clustering, then show a sample of
the most representative nodes (according to their parameters) on each cluster, e.g. Show the 10% of the nodes on each
cluster. 3) Show only the nodes in one cluster. 4) Show only
nodes with connections. 5) Display the neighborhood of selected significant nodes. i.e. Show the nodes that wouldn’t
classify to be in the top list of selected nodes, but that are

connected to one that is. 6) Force the display of nodes explicitly requested by the user, using the user interface.
Node navigator. The Node Navigator is a visualization widget that helps users understand what part of the
network has been selected by the rank-by-relevance framework. The Node Navigator, shown in figure 1 left side, uses
a vertical rectangle to represent the total number of nodes in
the network. The height of the rectangle is divided among
the total number of nodes, which are represented as rows
or horizontal bars. Of each node, at least three attributes
or columns are represented with colors: visibility, rankingattribute and cluster, however the Node Navigator can show
more numeric attributes if necessary. Green is used for visible nodes, while white represents hidden ones. For the ranking attribute (i.e. the node attribute used to rank and select
which nodes to show) and other numeric attributes, independent scales ranging from gray to red are used. Finally,
a scale of categorical colors is used for the clusters. Users
can click on each one of the attributes to sort the Node
Navigator by that attribute, which can be very useful to
understand the distribution of nodes by cluster, how many
nodes are being displayed, or the distribution of values of
the ranking-attribute.

3.2

Ego-centric mode

Exploring the specific connections of a node (or group of
nodes) in the network is the second most requested requirement from our users. As an example, one of our users was
interested in understanding which pharmacies were driving
the business from a specific prescriber, and identifying which
other prescribers were heavy customers of said pharmacy.
To meet this requirement, the Network Explorer includes
an ego-centric mode that let’s users select one or more target nodes, and interactively explore their connections. All
of the features available in the overview mode also work in
the ego-centric mode, including filtering, dynamic group-ina-box and rank-by-relevance. On top of that, the ego-centric
mode also features an extra ego-distance layout, which allows users to visualize the nodes that are one step away from
the target nodes, the ones that are two steps away, etc.
The ego-distance layout allow users to navigate nodes at
two, three or n hops from a starting node. This layout distributes nodes horizontally on the screen according to their
shortest-path distance from the target nodes. The target
nodes are placed first on the left side of the screen, and then
distributed at n steps to the right. A constrained force system fixes the x axis, distributes the nodes across the y axis,
avoids overlapping, and keeps the most tightly connected
nodes in the center. Initially only the nodes at distance one
are displayed, but users can select any node of interest and
expand/contract their connections interactively. To reduce
screen clutter, a degree-of-interest (DOI) measure, based in
the rank-by-relevance algorithm, is used to rank the nodes.
Only the top n nodes according to the DOI are displayed
initially, with the option to add more at user’s request. The
DOI measure takes into account each node’s attributes as
well as the attributes of its edges. However, the specific
formula of the DOI measure depends on the application domain.
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